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Everybody got to  

|C         |C                  |G                   |G                  
live,                      everybody got to die             Everybody got a  
|D7                    |D7                       |G                      |G 
right                    to feel good inside                              Everybody got a  
|C          |C                  |G                   |G                  
high,                     everybody got a low              Everybody got to  
|D7                      |D7                            |G                  |G 
be yourself            no matter where you go                             Now you  

 
|G                                      |G                                         |G                                     |D7         
go downtown to show your    face around       You got nothin' that you want to hide         You want to 
|D7                                 |D7                                        |D7                                 |G 
make a friend         just again and again  You want to wake up feelin’   satisfied                 If you  
|G                                         |G                                      |G                                  |D7 
take it to heart you'll make it  from the start        you'll never have to wonder why             ‘Cause 
|D7                                 |D7                                  |D7                                      |G 
life is bright    when you look at it right   And that's something that you can't deny,    Everybody got to  
 

|C         |C                  |G                   |G                  
live,                      everybody got to die             Everybody got a  
|D7                    |D7                       |G                      |G 
right                    to feel good inside                              Everybody got a  
|C          |C                  |G                   |G                  
high,                     everybody got a low              Everybody got to  
|D7                      |D7                            |G                  |G 
be yourself            no matter where you go                             Now if you  

 
|G                              |G                        |G                                     |D7         
trust  yourself   but    nobody else          Tell me where you gonna go,      oh you 
|D7                              |D7                        |D7                            |G 
might as well stay   all night and day at home      with your radio,           now you can  
|G                                      |G                              |G                      |D7         
take it or leave but if you     don’t believe it,   It’s oh very plain to see,       That your 
|D7                                    |D7                                    |D7                    |G 
sister and your brother no matter what the color   Are one   big    family        Everybody got to 

 
|C         |C                  |G                   |G                  
live,                      everybody got to die             Everybody got a  
|D7                    |D7                       |G                      |G 
right                    to feel good inside                              Everybody got a  
|C          |C                  |G                   |G                  
high,                     everybody got a low              Everybody got to  
|D7                      |D7                            |G                  |G 
be yourself            no matter where you go                          (Everybody got a) repeat chorus 


